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April 16th, 2019 - Rujuta Diwekar’s ‘Don’t Lose Your Mind Lose Your Weight’ is a path breaking book in my opinion It is very different from the other books in the same genre
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April 17th, 2019 - Kareena Kapoor pronounced kə?ri?na? kə?pu?r born 21 September 1980 also known by her married name Kareena Kapoor Khan is an Indian actress who appears in Hindi films She is the daughter of actors Randhir Kapoor and Babita and the younger sister of actress Karisma Kapoor Noted for playing a variety of characters in a range of film genres—from romantic comedies to crime dramas
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April 17th, 2019 - Hi Rujuta I am 74kgs aged 35 and teacher as proffession I initially started with all your suggestion after reading ur book dont lose your mind lose your weight and followed for few days and felt better too but couldnt
continue due to daily routine work I m unable to understand the correct diet chart plz can u suggest me the right one
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